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All in one shopping social app shopping apps

Flipboard broke new ground when it launched its glittering iPad app last month that socialized the news by turning feeds from Facebook, Twitter and the like into a slick electronic magazine. Now Blancspot Media promises to bring social news pizzazz to the iPhone with its new Blancspot software. The app, now sold in Apple's App Store for $2.99, is designed to mix eye candy with interaction to create an
innovative news experience for iPhone owners. We created Blancspot to offer a visually stunning and socially relevant news experience that will engage its audience by creating a more positive way to consume and share media, blancspot founder and CEO Camille LeBlanc says in a statement. We are thrilled to join efforts to make media platforms a more beautiful and elegant place to learn, share and
participate in the world around us, she adds. Blancspot provides a better news option for the digital native - we give them a window into a world that includes the senses and their communities. When you start an app, a slide show appears with the music. Photos on the show are linked to the breaking news. If you like the music behind the slideshow, you can buy it right away from the iTunes store. Tapping
the button on the screen appears news of the photo. From the story, you can access Twitter or a social network created by Blancspot. You can also access from a dashboard of top stories in several news categories, such as politics, culture, and the planet. Blancspot is an appealing way to look at the news on the iPhone, but it's far from the groundbreaking app its creators make. Keep in touch: When you
buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. (Bloomberg) - Verishop Inc., a luxury online shopping site founded by former CEO Snap Inc. Imran Khan, taking aim at Instagram with new social features on the app. Starting Monday, users will be able to upload photos and videos of themselves, tag products in their content, and
track the accounts that inspire them. Verishop, launched in July 2019, houses nearly 1,000 brands, from independent labels to direct consumers and online only names from around the world. We want to double shopping from an inspiration perspective, said Jessica Anerella, who leads product design at Verishop.The new interface is reminiscent of Instagram's aesthetic, anerella admits. But the former
Instagram product designer isn't too worried. It is common in design to borrow paradigms, she said. There's no point reinventing the wheel if it works. Instagram has been trying to establish itself as a shopping platform lately, but so far it's not in the corner. Its Checkout feature, launched in July last year that allows people to buy things directly through the app, used several hundred traders almost 18 months
after launch. Anerella noted that what makes Verishop an experience is the shopping mindset that people have when they visit the platform on top of the all-in-one trade experience that has been lacking in social media apps. As the pandemic has forced many brick-and-mortar stores to close and lockdown orders keep people glued to their computers, more people are shopping online. Khan, Verishouo's
chief executive, wanted to capitalize on the phenomenon by improving the way people browse. About two-thirds of Verishop's users are under the age of 35, Khan said, hinting that it is a demographic that finds ideas online and shares stylistic choices with its followers. Verishop has hired two dozen creators to help create momentum. New content feeds that can be purchased for You and Following,
features similar to byteDance Ltd.'s popular TikTok app, will allow users to get inspiration from others, while Collections, an Instagram-like feature, will allow people to tag products or posts they like. Khan thinks Verishop is ready to compete with Instagram and even Amazon.com Inc. because they have already proven their ability in e-commerce. Verishop also doesn't have a problem with fake products,
Khan said, something Amazon has struggled with. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable source of business news.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Investor's Business Daily Dow Jones rallied as Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell blocked a speedy impeachment trial against President Donald Trump. Airbnb stocks hit to buy the zone. Investor's
Business DailyNow's when many investors lament top stocks they didn't have. But you have a second chance for some if analysts are right. Entdecken Sie die Finanzmärkte mit einer eine Hightech-Plattform und diversen analytischen Werkzeugen Shark Tank host Mark Cuban has revealed that he has held cryptocurrencies for years, without ever diluteing the fundus. What happened: The owner of the
Dallas Mavericks on Tuesday played more tweets on cryptocurrency-related topics and revealed that he's been a longtime cryptocurrency holder interacting on social media with Gokhshtein Media founder David Gokhshtein.&gt; I don't think people realize I've been trying to test and use all these things and have been for years. I still have crypto from the early days of coinbase. I've never sold anything&gt;
&gt; - Mark Cuban (@mcuban) January 12, 2021 Billionaire touched on topics ranging from decentralized finance (DeFi), supply and demand, and cryptocurrency transaction costs. Cuban had a back and forth with Twins co-founder Tyler Winklevoss about monetary supply during which the latter laid out the value of the Cuban basketball team.&gt; You make my point. Supply and demand is the only thing
that values BTC. As for balance sheets and disparagement, we disagree. One of the challenges of sovereign BS is the valuation of IP, intangible assets and cost-based assets. But you can tell me why inflation is minimal? amp;gt; &gt; -- Mark Cuban (@mcuban) 12. 12. Credits Winklevoss for generating demand for Bitcoin (BTC). My only mistake on Bitcoin in particular was underestimating your ability, and
you get credit for that, to create a narrative and generate demand for it, the billionaire said. You're the king of Get Long and Get Loud for BTC and that's not a bad thing. Why it matters: The celebrity investor joked last week that he would run for U.S. President's office if BTC reaches $1 million. See also: SPAC King Chamath Palihapitiya On Facebook, Tesla and BitcoinCuban also warned potential investors
not to pile up debt to invest in Bitcoin and warned that there is a 99% chance you will lose EVERYTHING. Stories of personal disasters are built on levers. Price Action: Bitcoin traded 0.12% lower at $33,707.40 at the time of print. On Tuesday, grayscale Bitcoin Trust (OTC: GBTC) closed 4.06% higher at $38.92.Photo by Gage Skidmore on FlickrSee more from Benzing * Click here for craft options from
Benzinga * Unfazed By A Plunging Bitcoin, Proponents of Dub Pull-Back 'Needed', 'Hello' * Bitcoin Trading Volume, Active Addresses Hit Record High Despite Decline - What It Means (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Basic physics, and the evidence of our eyes, tells us that what goes up must collapse. But the NASDAQ is over 13,000, and the
S&amp;P 500 is over 3,800, and some market watchers are beginning to wonder where the ceiling is. Banking giant JPMorgan is investigating the issue, seeking to find out how much bullish space is left to run under current market conditions. Referring to the demise of Lehman Brothers and the 2008 financial crisis, The New York Times He points out that this 'neutral' level was breached in November, with
equity allocations now close to 43.8 per cent. This increase relative to the average would imply that there may not be much room for stock growth - except that the high equity allocation after Lehman, reached in January 2018, was 47.6%. To be clear, we're not there yet. Panigirtzoglou sees an ongoing expansion of the M2 monetary base that is fuelling a stock boom and insulating it from changes in bond
markets. Against this backdrop, JPMorgan analysts are hitting the table particularly on two stocks, noting that each could rise over 30% in the year ahead. We ran the two through the TipRanks database to see what other Wall Street analysts had to say about them. ContextLogic (WISH)We will start with ContextLogica, the parent company of Wish.com. This e-commerce market has become known for its
social media ads, both for its ubiquitous presence and entertainment value. Wish has a knack for attracting traffic and customers - it has become the third largest online retail site in the US, with more than 100 million monthly visitors and more than 150 million items listed for The company's revenue exceeds two billion dollars a year. The company's growth was driven by several factors: high monthly turnover,
a large - and largely untapped - e-commerce customer base for low-income households looking for budget goods, and a worldwide network of more than 500 million traders. WISH recorded a lot of hype in December, when it held its IPO - and saw a price drop of almost 17% on its first trading day. The offer price was $24 per share, but the stock closed trading on day one at $20.05. Nevertheless, the
company raised $1.1 billion in its first day on the market, and currently boasts a market cap of $14.5 billion. Covering JPM shares, 5-star analyst Doug Anmuth wrote: We believe Wish has significant growth potential with an immediate penetration of ~3% of the global target market estimated at 1B+ households and less than 1% share of the overall global mobile trade market of $2.1 T. Wish uses data
science to drive all aspects of its business from customer acquisition to pricing to logistics, which helps the company stay nimble and should drive larger globally over time. We expect Wish to achieve more consistent growth of 20%+ over the next few years... To that end, Anmuth rates WISH a Overweight ( i.e. Buy), and its $30 price target implies 43% positive potential for the next 12 months. (To watch
Anmuth's record, click here) Wall Street has tested pretty positive for this section of 'Moderate Buy': WISH has received 8 'buy' and 4 'hold' ratings in the past three months. Running numbers across the street, the 12-month average price target lands at $26, representing about 24% upside potential. (See ANALYSIS OF WISH shares on TipRanks) Passage Bio (PASG)The second JPM pick we're looking at
is Passage Bio, a genetic drugs company. The passage is aimed at developing treatments for rare, life-threatening, monogenic disorders of the central nervous system, using an aden-related virus delivery system. Monogenic disorders are caused by a mutation or defect in one gene; the aden-related virus system has been adapted to deliver the corrected gene directly to the affected cells. The company
currently has three main drug candidates under development: PBGM01, a treatment for GM1 gangliosidosis; PBFT02, for the treatment of frontotemporal dementia; and PBKR03 as a treatment for Krabbe's disease. All three are in an IND-enabled development phase, and the company announced earlier this month that PBGM01 has received FDA approval to advance to phase 1/2 of the trial. PBFT02 and
PBKR03 are scheduled to launch phase 1/2 later in 1H20. The positive outlook for Passage's research program underlies JPM's stock stance. 5-star analyst Anupam Rama has boosted his company's rating from Neutral to overweight and set a target price of $35, indicating a potential ~34% upside on the one-year horizon. (To watch record, click here) Supporting its upgrade, Rama notices FDA approval on
PBGM01 and writes: [We expect] that the focus will return to upcoming GM1 mid-year data, which will represent a key initial clinical catalyst for the company. Based on known preclinical data, we are looking for initial PBGM01 GM1 data to not only derise the program itself, but also the company's broader platform. Analyst consensus on PASG is not unanimous, but over. A strong buy consensus rating is
supported by 3 Buys vs. One Hold. The stock sells for $26.25 and the average price target of $32.83 indicates a positive side of ~25%. (See PASG stock analysis on TipRanks) To find good stock trading ideas at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best buy-to-let stocks, a newly started tool that unites all TipRanks equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of
prominent analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before any investment. Large numbers of U.S. households have been forced to raid their retirement accounts to make ends meet over the last year, even as the federal government plunged trillions of dollars of additional taxpayer dollars into the economy to keep it afloat. Oh,
and the median retirement savings among these upper-middle-class savers was $189,000 - about enough to generate a lifetime annuity income for a 65-year-old couple of $760 a month. Sogenanntes unsichtbares Hörgerät erobert nach den USA auch DeutschlandAlibaba Group Holding (NYSE: BABA) shares are trading higher on reports the US is expected to allow Americans to continue investing in
Chinese-based stocks such as Alibaba, Tencent (OTC: TCEHY) and Baidu (NASDAQ: BIDU), according to a report in the Wall Street Journal. Earlier this month, officials from the US State Department and the Defence Department debated whether to expand their blacklist of companies banned from US investment because of ties to the Chinese military. Alibaba is the world's largest internet and mobile
commerce company, as measured by GMV. It manages China's most visited online markets, including taobao and Tmall.Alibaba ADR shares traded up 5.52 percent, at $238.01. The stock has a 52-week high of $319.32 and a 52-week low of $169.95.See more from Benzing * Click here for craft options from Benzing * Chinese stocks fall on U.S. report is 'considering' Alibaba, Tencent Ban (C) 2021
Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. This mother asks: 'What can he do to maximize the money he has saved? And how do I invest the money he gives me?' Plug Power Inc (NASDAQ: PLUG) shares are braced for further gains, according to H.C. Wainwright, who issued a new high street price target for the fuel cell maker. Plug Power Analyst: Analyst Amit
Dayal kept the buy rating on Plug Power and raised the target price from $60 to $85. The Plug Power Thesis: Plug Power is the second major partnership in the space of a week, cementing its position as a leading and the game of fuel cells in the world, Dayal said at the battle on Wednesday. The company coined a joint venture with Renault ADR (OTC: RNLSY) in France to achieve a 30% share of
europe's light commercial fuel cell vehicle market, according to the analyst. The partnership was driven by a favorable regulatory environment for adoption outside of ICE in Europe, he said. A revenue contribution of about $10 million will come from the venture as early as 2022, with a more significant ramp to take place by 2024, Dayal said. Related link: Option Trader bets .1M on plug power after South
Korea DealH.C. Wainwright raised its net income and EBIT estimates for 2024 rose from $1.7 billion and $347.9 million, respectively, to $1.9 billion and $418.1 million, respectively. The partnership's contribution will increase the company's revenue growth rate to a 10-year CAGR of 50%, the analyst said. We believe that with partners such as SK Group and Renault, the company essentially has state-level
support to accelerate the commercialization of hydrogen and fuel cells in Asia and Europe. Dayal also sees the possibility of the company entering into similar partnerships with heavy truck OEMs.H.C. Wainwright said he expects hydrogen and fuel cells to take a significant share of the energy and transportation market over the next decade, and Plough's leadership in fuel cells and hydrogen space could
make him a dauted winner. PLUG Price Action: Plug Power shares were trading 6.26 per cent higher at $70.15 at its last check on Wednesday. Latest ratings for PLUG DateFirmActionFromTo Jan 2021HC Wainwright &amp; Co.MaintainsBuy Jan 2021Truist SecuritiesInitiates Coverage OnBuy Jan 2021Canaccord GenuityMaintainsBuy View More Analyst for PLUG View The Latest Ratings AnalystSee
more from Benzing * Click here for trades from Benzing * Plug Power Rallies On JV Partnership with Renault For Hydrogen-Powered Vehicles In Europe(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Wer passt zu dir am Besten? Jetzt Matches Erhalten. 51% frauen 49% Männer.Indian carmaker Mahindra &amp; Mahindra Ltd has reduced more than half the
workforce in its North American unit, two sources familiar with the matter told Reuters, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the ongoing legal tussle. However, one of the sources said that hundreds of workers have been laid off since mid-2020 as part of the restructuring, and that the cuts are as much as two-thirds of the total number of employees of Mahindra Automotive North America (MANA). The
positions include engineers and manufacturing jobs at its Detroit plant that produces the Roxor off-road vehicle, as well as sales executives. It's business as usual for Plug Power (PLUG) stocks. After last year's unsuseed market gains, barely two weeks to 2021, the stock is already up a dizzying 111 percent. At this rate, last year's share of 956% could still be outsmaped. The latest surge comes after
hydrogen fuel cells announced a new partnership to add to its expanded list of collaborations. The The In 2014, the Commission signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Groupe Renault to jointly develop several types of vehicles and infrastructure in the EU. These include light commercial, taxi and commercial human transport services and hydrogen diversion solutions, with the 50/50 joint venture
expected to begin at 1H21. Oppenheimer analyst Colin Rusch believes the latest agreement further strengthens PLUG's position in the hydrogen industry. With the plug announcing another strategic partnership today, we believe the company has quickly become a global company that services three continents and positions itself as a critical driver of the hydrogen economy, the 5-star analyst said. In its
work with Renault PLUG, it is now partnering with No 2 play in Europe for light commercial vehicles. We also noted Renault's ownership position in Nissan and Mitsubishi as potential opportunities for PLUG to expand its vehicle opportunity. Rusch predicts that initial delivery of vehicles will begin at the end of this year or early 2022 with the aim of achieving as many as 500K vehicles by 2030. PLUG's
business has expanded to most vehicle types, and Rusch notes that Class 8 trucks remain one area in transport to which PLUG now has no significant exposure. We wouldn't be surprised to see the company target this segment with another partnership, the analyst summed up. Following the news, Rusch repeated the Outperform rating (i.e. Buy) on PLUG shares. (To watch Rusch's record, click here) The
current assessment of PLUG on the Street presents an interesting puzzle. While 10 Buy ratings add up the unanimous strong buy consensus score, the average price target tells a rather unrelated story. At $47.78, the stock will tumble nearly 33 percent, if that is met in the next 12 months. It will be interesting to see how many batteries will remain to push stocks higher after the recent surge. (See PLUG
inventory analysis on TipRanks) To find good stock trading ideas at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best buy-to-let stocks, a newly started tool that unites all TipRanks equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of a prominent analyst. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before any
investment. Elon Musk's power has no limits to what's seen by the crazy move in Signal Advance shares. Tight spreads, high leverage, a powerful platform - your forex market swinging equipmentA genius geochemist has come across what could end up being one of the world's next big oil finds, worth potential billions at today's PricesGameStop Corp. GME shares soared wednesday in an apparently short
slit, but one analyst who specializes in short-selling information doesn't think that's the case. Estate planning goes beyond compiling willpower. Use this checklist before you die to tell your assets and secure su raspr eni kako éelite,Why wait? Discover now meistgekauften Crossover zum Leasingangebot mit 0 % Zinsen und 0 € Anzahlung. (Bloomberg) - Donald Trump's tumultuous relationship with the
financial industry is under pressure again after his main creditor, his home bank and even a mortgage lender rejected him in the face of riots at the U.S. Capitol.The question is whether his other banks and financial backers - including giants Capital One Financial Corp. - are planning it. and JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co. - keep as a client. Fresh strains in Trump's relationship with the industry began to
emerge late Monday. Deutsche Bank AG has decided not to do business with Trump or his family company anymore while he waits to repay roughly $300 million in loans in the years ahead, said a person with knowledge of the situation. Manhattan-based Signature Bank, just a 10-minute walk down Fifth Avenue from Trump Tower, announced it was closing Trump's accounts holding about $5.3 million.
Then on Tuesday, Professional Bank, which once gave him an $11 million mortgage, said it would no longer do business with the Trump Organization and would immediately quiet the relationship that takes effect. Eric Trump, one of the president's sons who runs the family business while his father is in the White House, did not respond to a request for comment. Since New York City joined the incension of
companies and entities looking to pull out of business with Trump after prompting crowds of supporters to swoop into the Capitol, here's a look at the companies that provide him with credit or hold his money, and what they said about those connections:The Credit Card-known Capital One Firm holds as much as $75 million in Trump's money in four background checks and savings accounts. , mainly
because of his revocation of trust, according to the president's financial disclosure form on July 31st. Capital One paid Trump and his trust as much as two million dollars in interest the previous year. Until recently, the bank had a branch next to the Trump Building on Park Avenue and 59th Street in Manhattan. Some Twitter users have announced that they will close their accounts with the bank if it does not
take action against Trump. As a matter of policy, we do not discuss current or former customer relationships, the bank said in a statement issued by a spokesman. JPMorgan ChaseThe top U.S. bank holds as much as $6 million in three accounts for the president, most of it in a savings account set up by his father Fred in Trump's favor, filings show. JPMorgan paid Trump as much as $17,500 in interest for
that year. We will decline to comment, said bank spokeswoman Amy Bonitatibus.BankUnited Inc.Florida-based Bank holds as much as $25.25 million in two accounts in the money market for Trump, according to filings. The vast majority of this is in the account for the Donald J. Trump Revocable Trust. The bank paid Trump as much as $102,500 in interest for 2019. Trump's commerce secretary, Wilbur
Ross, was once part of the investors who bought financial crisis. It later became a publicly traded company. Representatives for the bank did not respond to a message seeking comment. First Republic BankTrump had as much as $50,000 in current account with the California-based lender as of July 31, filings show. There was one account, which was inactive and closed, the First Republic said in a
statement provided by external spokesman Greg Berardi. He declined to specify the timing or otherwise clarify. Ladder CapitalNebank lender specializing in commercial real estate lent Trump $282 million from 2012 to 2016 for four Manhattan properties, according to city records and Trump's personal financial announcement. The loans, backed by assets including its towers at 40 Wall St. and on Fifth
Avenue, were bundled with securities and sold to investors. Jack Weisselberg, chief executive of the ladder's bank, declined to comment, and there was no response to messages sent to other executives. He is the son of Allen Weisselberg, a longtime Trump Organization chief financial officer who previously worked for Fred Trump.Deutsche BankTrump borrowed $125 million from Deutsche Bank in 2012
for the Trump National Doral Miami resort, according to district data and Trump's personal financial announcement. Variable rate debt, which is tied to either Libor or the Prime rate, is due in 2023. He also borrowed $170 million for the Trump International Hotel in Washington in 2015 and has another 2012 loan from a German lender against his Chicago hotel/apartment tower. Both of these variable rate
loans are due at maturity in 2024. A spokesman for Deutsche Bank declined to comment. Signature BankMost of the $5.3 million Trump had in checking and money market accounts at Signature was held for Trump's recall trust, according to Trump's personal financial announcement. The bank paid him as much as $105,000 in interest the previous year. His daughter Ivanka was once on signature's board
of directors. We believe appropriate action would be the resignation of the president of the United States, which is in the best interests of our nation and the American people, the bank said in a statement. Florida-based Professional Bank Bank held as much as $25 million in a money market account for Trump's recall trust, paying as much as $1 million in interest for that year, according to a July filing. The
bank only recently established a relationship with Trump: In 2018, it secured a mortgage for Trump's $18 million purchase of his sister's Palm Beach home across the street from his Mar-a-Lago club. The $11 million loan carries an interest rate of 4.5 percent and matures in 2048, according to district data and Trump's personal financial announcement.' Under-Leveraged'Eric Trump described the Trump
Organization as a profitable company that is able to team up with whoever it wants. We're one of the most boring real estate companies in the country. bloomberg in 2019. Almost all of our are free and clear, and few who have mortgages are a small part of the value of the property. Despite Donald Trump's past conflicts with the financial industry - he has not received loans, his companies have filed for
bankruptcy and tend to sue people and organizations that do not submit to his will - there was no shortage of companies willing to provide him with capital or hold his money. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable source of business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.I.I'm nossy persona, so I elbowed my fellow millennial, Jessa, in the next cube
and asked her: Pssst... How much do you save for retirement per year? Instead of ignoring me, she furiously slacked off all her financial details (it was like a giant ice cream cream for a financial nerd): * Jessa, at 28, still owes me $15,000 in student loans, and her husband, who is 30, still owes $20,000. * Owe $12,000 on auto loans. Jessa and her husband have a $200,000 mortgage. * Currently saves $0
under his retirement plan. (I'm sorry, but that's not enough, mate.) * She and her husband need the help of Facet Wealth - a full-service virtual financial planning service with dedicated certified financial planners. According to a Bank of America survey, a surprising 16% of millennials between the ages of 24 and 38 now have at least $100,000 in retirement. Whooo hooo! That's cause for celebration. But
what about Jess? What needs to be done to get out of debt and save enough to retire? Why do millennials struggle to save for retirement Why do millennials like Jesse struggle to save for retirement? 1. Housing costs: Answer No. 1 (37%) for millennials is the cost of housing, according to the Retirement Pulse Survey. 2. Financial support for family members: Millennials often support extended family
members with their income. This doesn't even include the amount you need to save to get your kids into college - remember, financial aid doesn't cover everything. 3. Insufficient income: The state of our money divides more than half of millennials (55%) have no retirement savings account, such as a 401(k) or IRA. Some 46% said unemployment was to blame. 4. Student loan debt: As of September 2017,
the average 2016 class graduate owed more than $37,000 in student loan debt, according to Student Loan Hero. Yes, yes and yes, she said, when I showed her these numbers. We hit three of these four categories. I just can't afford to put money in my retirement account right now. What my millennial colleague needs to do - and here's what you can do, too! You feel like the percentages stack up against
you? Here's what to do next. Tip 1: Analyze interest rates. As soon as I said the words interest rate, Jessa rolled over in a chair and pretended to fall asleep. I knew Jessa and her husband my home last fall, and I asked her about theirs. Their. Rates. She only paid 3% on their home and student loans. I suggested I ask Facet Wealth if they should invest more aggressively in retirement than paying down
debt on loans. (That's what I'd vote for!) On the other hand, if you have high interest rates on your own student loans, I would suggest asking Facet Wealth about debt repayments if your loans carry a higher rate than your investments earn before tax. Tip 2: Consolidate those student loans - but there's a catch. Consider consolidating student loan payments only if you can reduce your payment without
stretching your credit period. In Jess's case, she could use the extra money to start increasing her retirement savings. Tip 3: Navigate this retirement plan. Jessa must save at least 10% of her income. This is a rule cited by most financial advisers and other money professionals. If Jessa doesn't want to struggle to keep her head above water after retirement, she has to invest 10% of her income every year.
And none of this invest just enough to get the employer match shit. In most cases, this is not enough retirement savings for most people and will not scratch the surface towards the formation of a heavy nest egg. Tip 4: To get really rich, invest at least 15%. If Jessa wants to get rich as a passive investor, she will invest at least 15% of her income. It won't enrich Warren Buffett, of course, but if he wants at
least $1 million in liquid assets above his home value, he'll shoot for 15% savings. This applies to anyone who invests for retirement. Tip 5: Never, ever borrow from your retirement plan. You can borrow money from your retirement account, but it's not a good idea. Jess's retirement plan is off-limits, just like yours. Let's assume the money's locked up. Period. * You lose complex growth on your earnings. *
You repay the loan with after-tax money, which means that the interest you pay will be taxed again when you withdraw it in retirement (unless you borrow from a Roth 401(k). * If you leave the business, you will have to repay the loan, usually within 60 days of leaving. If you can't, you'll owe a balance tax and a 10% penalty if you're under 55. You don't want to get involved in all this. Tip 5: Take the time to
review which options are best for you. Once you've got your retirement savings under control, you might want to look at other potential options. Maybe Jessa and her husband want to dive into real estate investment or get shot at several foreign scams. Whatever it is, she needs to make sure it's worth her time and energy and can contribute to her long-term goals. Tip 6: Do your own research. Jessa is a
proud graduate of a liberal college of art, which means she's a lifelong student. Here's another thing she'll do to maximize her success: She'll read everything she can get her hands on. They will explore funds and options within their 401(k), read investment books, real estate books, about destroying debt and more. It will absorb absorb posts, listen to podcasts and develop your own investment philosophy.
She will be her own lawyer when it comes to her own needs, risk tolerance and more, and so can you. How much pension money should you intend to save? Jessa is 28, but millennials span a wide range of ages -- 24 to 38. Check the rules for savings at every age. The goal of saving for the 20s accumulate 25% of total gross salary during the twenties. You may need to lower this amount if you have
accumulated a huge amount of student loan debt. Savings target for the 30s You have at least a year's salary saved by June 30. If Jessa makes $100,000, she should have $100,000 in her life. Savings Target for ages 35 to 40 Those of you in your mid-thirties end of the millennial spectrum should double your annual salary. You should have four times the annual salary paid if you are 40. Steps up there If
she's serious about getting out of debt and saving enough to retire, Jessa has to do these three things. Step 1: Start. This article will not help - if she (or you) do nothing about it. You need to take action if you really want to save enough and get out of debt. It takes time and discipline, not even a lot of money per month (depending on your age). Step 2: Invest aggressively, automatically. Two facts: * If you
start at 24, you can have $1 million at age 69. All you have to do is save $35 a month - and get a 10% return on your investments. Save more and you'll become a millionaire faster. * If you start at 40, you can save $1 million by saving $561 per month, assuming a 10% refund. I informed Jess that since she has $0 saved for retirement at this point, she can start saving at least $158.15 a month for 40 years
with a 10 percent return and can still become a millionaire.$158.15 - that's the price of a pair of new shoes every month, I informed her. Get Facet Wealth on your side Nobody ever says, Be your own doctor. So why would you assume you should be your own financial adviser (unless you're a financial analyst or adviser)? You need Facet Wealth, which can help you achieve a more prosperous life by helping
you work with a dedicated CFP® Professional at an affordable price. Jessa informed me that she had signed up for our company's retirement plan and made an exit plan the very next day. I bought her a cake and put it on her desk. That was cause for celebration. See more from Benzing * Click here for craft options from Benzing * 8 Must-know Tips for getting background checks on your work-from-home
employee* 2021 Crypto review: Here's what comes next (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Warren Buffett, the oracle of Omaha, has some timeless words of advice. Here are some of his flagship rules for successful investment. How does a cyberattack like Bitcoin prospects would still be bright if banking veteran Gary Gensler is named next next The
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, alleges bitcoin bull Mike Novogratz.Investor's Business DailyAffirm raised $1.2 billion with an initial public offering that priced well above expectations and received a fully diluted estimate of about $15 billion. Stocks soared as trading began. Risk and reward often travel hand in hand, making the stock market lucrative and dangerous. Among the best examples of
this axiom are penny stocks, those stocks at a price of $5 or less. With this low price comes the potential for extreme gains, as even gradually a small increase in prices will mean a high percentage of gains. JPMorgan's head of small and medium cap equity strategy, Eduardo Lecubarri, sees both opportunities and dangers in the current market environment - and the great potential of small capital stocks
that have room to run. 1Q may be rocky after strong gains since November and the fact that estimates are sitting on all-time highs. However, the outlook for a year is encouraging due to far stronger underlying tailwinds. Such a positive backdrop is likely to keep investors chasing those few stocks that still offer a big upside recovery, as they appear to have started doing YTD. It is for this reason that we
would encourage investors to build their portfolios now and happen things in the event of any consolidation phase that might come in Q1, Lecubarri wrote. Taking into account the risk, we used the TipRanks database to find compelling stocks with reasonable prices. The platform has steered us toward two strong buy consensus labels from the analyst community. Not to mention the significant potential
upside is on the table. According to analysts, we are talking about a return of at least 300% over the next 12 months. AcelRx Pharmaceuticals (ACRX)Opioids have made headlines in recent years, for all the wrong reasons. These powerful pain relievers are also dangerously addictive - a factor that has led to the opioid epidemic in the United States. AcelRx is a pharmaceutical company dedicated to
creating safer treatments for acute pain, developing synthetic opioid drugs for sublingual (tongue) dosing. The company's main product, Sufentanil, was approved by the FDA under the name Dsuvia in 2018 and the EU as Dzuveo in the same year. Another sublingual sufentanil system, called Zalviso, has also been approved for use by the EU, and is in phase 3 trials in the US. In its latest earnings report,
the company showed $1.4 million on the top line, driven by product sales of $1.3 million. The number of sales increased by 433% in unethical, and total revenue increased by 133% compared to last year. Against this backdrop, several Street members believe ACRX's $1.40 share price looks like a steal. Cantor analyst Brandon Folkes is optimistic about Dsuvia's prospects as an alternative to current opioid
treatments, and believes the potential will shares of the company. With the launch of Dsuvia, we believe. Believe. the focus can now shift to running metrics and peak sales potential for the product. As ACRX launches the right alternative to IV opioids, we expect investors to start appreciating the value of the product. We believe Dsuvia offers advances in delivering adequate pain treatment by eliminating
the need for an invasive and long-lasting IV set-up in the emergency room, as well as outpatient or post-surgical placement. Despite the hospital driving the taking of time, we expect that accepting Dsuvia will lead to positive revenues beyond the street's current estimates, which, in turn, could drive the stock higher than current levels, Follked said. In keeping with its bullish stance, Folkes rates ACRX a Buy,
and its $9 price target implies room for a staggering 552% upside potential over the next 12 months. (To watch Folkes' record, click here) Turn now on the rest of the street, 3 Buys and no hold or sales have been released in the last three months. Therefore, ACRX has a strong consensus rating on purchases. Based on the average price target of $7, the stock could rise 407 per cent in the next year. (See
ACRX inventory analysis on TipRanks) NuCana (NCNA)NuCana is a biopharma company focused on new cancer treatments. The company aims to provide effective treatments for biliary, breast, colorectal, ovarian and pancreatic cancers - while avoiding complications and side effects of current chemotherapy treatments. NuCana uses phospholamide chemistry technology called ProTide to create a class
of drugs that will overcome the limitations of existing nucleotid analogues behind many chemotherapy drugs. NuCana's ProTides have already been used in Gilead's antiviral drug Sovaldi.In. On May 10 last year, NuCana announced the relaunch of a Phase III trial on Acelarin, a drug candidate furthest along the company's pipeline, as a treatment for gallbladder cancer. The study covers more than 800
patients in 6 countries and is currently ongoing. In November, the company published data described as 'encouraging' from a Phase Ib study of the same drug. While acelarin is the leading drug in the pipeline, NuCana has two more prospects in development. NUC-3373 is in phase I trial as a treatment for solid tumors and colorectal cancers, and NUC-7738 is being investigated for second time for
applications to advanced solid tumors. Of these three, colorectal study is the most immediate. Writing from Truist, 5-star analyst Robyn Karnauskas sees the pipeline as key to NuCana's investment potential. We believe that investors overlooked the fact that the NCNA platform is a company that we believe is validated, as defined by the production of clinical products. We like that he brought 3 products to
the clinic, including one new drug and two improved stone chemotherapy. The data suggests that the platform works and can produce better chemotherapy [...] While investors are mainly focused on Acelarin, we believe investors should also focus on NUC-3373, another our platform platform which has data expected in 1H2021, Karnauskas noted. To that end, Karnauskas puts a target price of $22 on
NCNA, suggesting that the stock has room to grow 384% ahead of it, along with a buy rating. (To watch Karnauskas' record, click here) Overall, NCNA's Strong Buy consensus rating is unanimous, and based on 4 recent reviews. The stock has an average price target of $17.33, suggesting a 270% one-year lead over the current trading price of $4.69. (See NCNA inventory analysis on TipRanks) To find
good ideas for trading pennies at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best buy-to-let stocks, a newly started tool that unites all tipranks equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of prominent analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before any investment. Investment.
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